Stone Hill
The blow out sale
at Stone Hill has
been a huge success in helping to
make room for
new merchandise.
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Mirrors by Remcraft
There is one name synonymous with luxury makeup and
shaving mirrors: Baci.

But we still have
some items that
need to go. Prices

Along with Baci, Remcraft’s
Eco series allows you to enjoy
the luxurious feel, quality
craftsmanship and precision
engineering of the Baci Mirrors
at a slightly more affordable
price.

and purse size. The suction
mounted and hand held mirrors are ideal for traveling,

Square Eco Vanity Mirror

Swarovski Crystal Baci Vanity Mirror

Decorative Garden Pot

listed on our decorative stone fountains, garden pots,
and yard accesso-

These mirrors have earned an
enviable reputation worldwide
for their incomparable European styling and high quality
optical, mechanical and electrical components. No other
mirror is able to incorporate
such elegant design with the
finest distortion-free glass the
way Baci does.

lower! Hurry in and
landscaping needs
early this year. Do
not let these deals
slip away! Please
call or stop in for
item availability
and pricing.
www.stonhilldesigns.com

Piccolo Tortoise Shell/Gold Compact

The Piccolo compact mirror
line does a great job of marrying versatility and convenience
with the impeccable quality
Remcraft is known for. These
mirrors come in seven different styles including wallmounted, vanity top, hand held,

while the purse size compacts
are great for every day use on
the go. They also make fabulous and affordable gifts!
All three lines of mirrors by
Remcraft are on display now in
our showroom. Stop by and
see for yourself these spectacular products.

Storage Vaults

ries can not get any
get started on your
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Been thinking about investing in a
safe for your home, but not quite
sure which safe is right for you?
Why not let the trained professionals at Nob Hill help assist in guiding
your decision. For clients who have
larger valuables as well as the traditional smaller ones that they would
like to protect, we recommend
one our storage vaults. Select
storage vaults from AMSEC offer a
lifetime break-in warranty, an attempted break-in warranty, and a
fire warranty. They come with

www.nobhillhardware.com

commercial grade adjustable ball

Storage Vault

bearing hinges, dual fire seals, and
a massive hard plate along with
two relocking devices. They are
available in a variety of sizes and
colors, as well as numerous interior configurations. The vaults
also have both fire and burglary
ratings to protect important possessions and documents. They
are on display now in our showroom so stop in and see for yourself the many options available.
There is bound to be one that fits
your security needs.
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